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Summary

A method which does not involve some of the assumptions needed
in the [lease of analysis of variance has been developed. In this new
method ranks of treatments are considered instead of their actual values ,
and suitable tests are developed for comparing the means of ranks of
different treatments in the case of factorial experiments laid out in split-

plot designs.

Introduction :

In-agricultural experimental programmes, it is necessary and
also desirable to repeat the trials for a set of treatments at a number
of places or during different years. The main aim of such repetitions
is to study the susceptibility of treatment effects to places and
climatic variations so, that the proper recommendation may be made
regarding the utility of treatments for various tracts. For drawing
valid and appropriate conclusions regarding the suitability of treat
ment effects, it becomes necessary to perform the joint statistical
analysis of the data by combining the results of individual trials. The
results may be classified as belonging to one of the following four
types: ^

. (/) The error variances homogeneous and interaction present.

(i7) The error varialnces homogeneous and interaction absent.

iiii) The error variances heterogeneous and interaction
present.

(iv) The error variances heterogenous and interaction absent.

The usual technique of analysis of variance is not valid when
the error variances are heterogenos and interaction absent.
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Split-plot design is quite useful and popular in agricultural•
experimentation'because it permits the treatments which require
larger plots and it gives higher ^precision over randomised block
design for sub-pl'ot treatments. The analysis of groups of split-plot
designs poses certain statistical problems. The combined results may
be classified into one of 32 groups. Viz. 4 with main-plot errors,
4 with sub-plot errors and 2 with presence or absence of interaction
between main-plot and sub-plot treatments (4x4x2).

The analysis of most of the groups of split-plot experiments is
not possible because error variances (main-plot error, or sub-plot
error or both) are heterogeneous. It is also possible that various
effects may not follow additive model and thereby invalidate the
use of analysis of variance technique. In the present paper, we arc
developing a method of analysis by utilising the ranks of observations
obtained from split-plot experiments and drawing valid conclusons
about treatment effects. The method enables us to pool the results
of similar experiments conducted over years at the same place or at
different locations during the same year without any statistical
handicap.

2. The procedure of analysis :

Rai [4] has developed a method for analysing ordered Observa
tions in complete block designs. Rai and Rao [5] have evolved a
general method of analysing the data of groups of, experiments
coaducted in randomised block designs at-various places or during
different years. Koch [3] has suggested non-parametric method for
analysing complex split-plot experiments. . Here we will outline a
procedure for analysing groups of experiments conducted in split-
plot designs at various placesor over different times without assuming
normality.

2.1 Combined analysis of Main-plot treatments ;

Let us assume the following :—

Number of main-plot treatments =«

Number of sub-plot treatments =P

Number of replications . =r

Number of years or places " =p

The procedure involves first summing, the observations of all
sub-plots of a main-plot in each block of the individual, experiment
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and then rank them within each block. The observations are to be
ranked by giving rank 1 to the lowest value, 2 to next higher and so
on. The highest value of the observation in a block will have the
rank value a. Ranking is to be done afresh for each block and it
will have the variate values I, 2, ..., «. On the hypothesis thatthere
is no significant difference between, the main-plot treatments, the
difference in the ranks pf various treatments will arise solely from
sampling fluctuations. The rank obtained by a particula,r observa
tion would then be a matter of chance. The trials in split-plot
designs are repeated atp places or years.. The set of ranks rifi being
the rank of ;th main-plot treatment in the ith replication of/c-th
trial (place or year) for each treatment would represent a random
sample of rp items from a discontinuous rectangular universe
1,2:..., a. The mean and variance of this universe are obtained as
I («+l) and (1/12) (a®-1) respectively.

Now the next step in the analysis is to obtain the mean
rank

• - . 1=1 k=i

for y-th main-plot treatment. (7=1, 2, ,.,, a).

These means are all estimates of the same rectangular universe.
The sampling distribution of the means of ranks will be approxi
mately normal even for a moderate number of observations, Hilda
[2]. The sampling distribution of mean rank will be normal with
mean

(a+1) and variance ry— ')•
A . ' 1 vp

The hypothesis that rrieans of the ranks of various treatments come
from a single homogenous normal population can be tested by the
statistic , •

Mi= ^(Rj-Rflc^
The'value of Ml can be put as

12 V r./ 3r/7a(a+l)
—(S=ir

y=i •
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where Rj is the sum of ranks ofy-th treatment. It may be seen that
Ml is distributed as with («—1) d.f. for large rp as it is the sum

.of squares of standardised normal variates. If Mi is significantly
greater than might reasonably have been expected from chance, it
may be concluded that mean ranks differ significantly and there is
significant diflference in the main-plot treatment ejEFects, The C.D.
at 5 percent level of significance for comparison of any two treatment
rank means is given by

Xl.96 ...(3)

For testing the presence of interaction between main-plot
treatment effects Xplace (year), the following test statistic may
be used

k=\ j=i ,=i

...(4)
/•-i

Mjis distributed as with («—l) (/?-1) d f. The significance of
the. value ci' Ml indicates the presence ofinteraction ofmain-plot
treatments with place (year).

2.2. Combined analysis of Sub-plot treatments:

For pooled analysis of sub-plot treatments, ranking of sub-plot
observations will be done within each main-plot of a block. Rank
the ,Sub-plot observations by giving rank I to the lowest vaiue, 2
to next higher and so on for each main-plot ofa block. Let nj^k be
the rank , of jf-th sub-plot treatment in the j-th main-plot of r-th
replication of A:-th experiment. The rij,k would represent a random
sample of r a p items from a discontinuous rectangular universe
1,2, ..., p. The mean rank for each sub-plot will be given by

S 2
-'•=1 7=1 k=i

The sampling distribution of would be normal with mean

i(P+I) and variance= (P®—1).
12 r
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The hypothesis that the means of ranks of various sub-plot
treatmeats come from a sicgle homogeneous normal population can
be tested by the statistic •

r/? a

i'=l

where Rs=rpa. R,.

3r/>ap(p+l)

P-1
...(6)

For large rpa., 'Mz is distributed like with (P-1) d.f. asit is the
sum of squares of standard normal variates. The significance of Mi
will indicate the rejection of hypothesis of equality of treatment
effects. The C.D. at 5p ercent level ofsignificance for comparison-
of two sub-plot tseatment rank means ia given by

V(P^-l)/6ri7«XI.96 •••(7)

For testing the presence ofinteraction between sub-plot treatments
and places (years) the test statistic is-

Ml ~ 12

'r((3^-l)

p a. P

[2 2 2
k=\ j=l 5=1

(2-)"-^r«:]
'=1 . " j=i

which, isdistributed as X® with (P.—1.) ip—1)d.f.

...(8)

The significance of Ml will indicate the presence of interaction
between sub-plot treatments and places (years).

2.3. Combined analysis of Main-plot X Sub-plot treatment
interactions: ,

There will be combinations of main-plot and sub-plot treat
ments. Rank each observation of a replication by giving rank 1
to the lowest value, 2 to next higher and so on. - The highest value
of the observation will have^the rank «P, Let be the rank of
the treatment combination of m-th main-plot Xi-th sub-plot treat
ment in the ith replication of ^th trial, then this would'represent a
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random sample of rp items from a discontinuous rectangular universe
1, 2, op. The rank of means of interaction wiil be obtained as

r p_^

1=1.k=l

for/n=l, 2, ... a and .?=I, 2, p.

The sampling distribution of Rms will be normal with mean R
i(aP+1) and variance The hypothesis that

the means of the ranks of the various interactions of main-plot and
sub-plot treatments come from a single , homogeneous normal
population can-be tested by the statistic

,, - 12 V 3r/7ap(ap+l
ins

nhere Rms=rp Rms-

This statistic is distributed as with (ap- 1) d.f. for large rp as it is
the sum of squares of standardised normal vafiates. The C.D. at
5 percent level ofsignificance for'the comparison of any two inter
action of rank means is given by

V 1)16 TPXI.96 ' -(II)

For testing the presence of interaction between main-plot XSub-plot
treatments and places (years), the test statistic is given by

P 2

[S 2 (2 '-"•)
k—\ ms 1=1

...(12)-72
ms

which isdistributed as X? with (ap-I) d.f. The significance of this
value will indicate the presence of interaction of main-plot Xsub-plot
treatments with places (years).
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3. Illustbation:

III

As an illustration of the method described above, the data of
an agricultural experiment conducted during three years at State

X Agriculture Farm, Kalyani, West Bengal are taken. In order to seethe effect of different levels ofnitrogen (iVo, Ni, Nz, and Nz) on the
yields of various varieties ofwheat (Fi, V2,V^, Vi, and Fa), split-
plot experiments taking nitrogen in the main-plot and varieties in the
sub-plot, were carried out during 1971, 72 and 73. There were two
replications. The error variances were heterogeneous for both main-
plot treatment effects (Error 1) and sub-plot treatment effects
(Error 2) and hence no conclusions could be drawn from analysis of
variance technique.

3.1. Grouping of Main-plot treatments :

Following the procedure explained under 2.1, we rank the
mam-plot treatments and present below the sum ofranks ofeach
mam-plot treatment.

Main-plot
treatments

Sum ofranks

1971 1972 1973

N, . 2 2 2

m • 4 , 5 4
N. 7 7 7

N, 7 6 7

The value of Mi given at (2) is worked out as 19.47. This
is distributed as with 3d.f. and it is highly significant indicating
that main-plot treatment effects differ significantly from one an other.
Comparing the mean ranks ofvarious treatments with the help of
C.D. which is worked out as 1.265 at 5 per cent level, we conclude
that treatments and Nz are superior to No and N^. The perfor
mance of No is inferior to all. The value ofM\ given at (4) is
0.53 which is not significant indicating the absence of interaction
between the main-plot treatments and years. '

3.2. Grouping ofStib-plot treatments

Rank the Sub-plot treatments as explained in 2.2 and obtainthe
sum of ranks of each sub-plot treatments. The value of Mz is worked
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out as 35.2 which is distributed as with 5 d.f. This value is highly
significant which indicates as significant variation in the effect ofsub
plot treatments. The value ofC.D. by using (') has been worked
out as 0 96 at 5 per cent level of significance. The mean ranks of
sub-plot treatments are presented below :

Fi^2.9, F2=3.1, F3=4.6, F4=3.7, ^6=2.9, Fa=3.7.

By using C.D. we may conclude that varieties Vs, Va aiid
are similar in. their effects and Vs is superior to Vi, Fg and V^.

For testing the presence of interaction between sub-plot
treatments and years, the value of Ml horn (8) is worked out as 51.1
which is distributed as with 18 d f. This is highly significant
which indicates the presence of interaction between the sub-plot
treatments and years.

3.3. Grouping of interaction of Main-plot aad Sub-plol trealnients :

Rank the main-plot X sub-plot treatment interaction as des
cribed in 2.3 and obtain the sum of ranks for each treatment. The
value of Ms from (10) is worked out as 114.3. This is distributed
as with 23 d.f. which is highly significant indicating the presence
of interaction between main-plot and sub-plot treatments. For
testing the presence of interaction of main-plot X sub-plot tietments
with years, the value of M\ from (12) which is a function of sum of
treatment ranks, may be computed.

Conclusions :

The method described in the paper uses information on 'ranks'
and makes no use of the quantitative values of observations as such.
For this reason no assumption is required to be made as to the
nature of underlying universe. The method is thus applicable to a
wide class of problems to which the analysis of variance technique
can not validly be applied. The various problems encountered in
the pooled analysis of data pertaining to split-plot experiments have
been discussed. The technique of rank analysis has been suggested
to overcome the situations when the error variances are heterogeneous
in pooling the results from groups of split-plot experiments. Models
for combined analysis of main-plot treatments, sub-plot treatments
and interaction of main-plot and sub-plot treatments have been
developed. Theprocedures for the presence of interaction between
treatments and places or years have also been evolved.
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